Arizona Flight Training Workgroup (AFTW)
Meeting Minutes
Meeting began at 0930 hosted by Terry Brandt, who reminded all to check out aftw.org for practice area
information and safety information relating to flight training operations statewide.
1. Airports
a. Falcon Field airport has a newly renovated 4R runup area, which is now a part of Taxiway
Delta and has “runup lanes.” Islands are now in place to prevent direct access to the
Runway environment from the ramp. Now you have to make a few turns around some
islands.

b. Beware of intensive helicopter operations to the Echo ramp (North Side of 4L/22R).
c. Pinal Airport (KMZJ) is now friendlier to transient aircraft operations, not like it was back in
the past where you were chased by a pickup truck. May be a good alternative to other
congested airports for training.
2. Airspace
a. North of KDVT, lots of traffic going in/out and there have been some “close calls” please use
caution and be extra vigilant.
b. Tip: When reporting that you have traffic in sight, use more detail than just “traffic in sight.”
There could be 3 aircraft around you and Tower is trying to get you to see a specific one. So

it would be wiser to say “Cessna on left base in sight,” or “Archer at 1 o clock on the
downwind in sight.” This will help ensure that you have the correct aircraft in sight.
c. Pleasant Valley Airport – Please use the Pleasant Valley CTAF to communicate intentions if
conducting simulated engine failures into the airport, some operators have been
announcing on Practice Area frequency causing loss of situational awareness to operators
on CTAF. It may also be a good idea to communicate with Luke Approach too.
d. Helicopter operations frequent the area around Carefree highway (particularly the “bend” in
the highway) North of KDVT. Please be on the lookout for them practicing low level
maneuvers, as they have experienced low level aircraft conducting ground reference
maneuvers not on PA frequency.
e. Near Florence Junction is a small town called Queen Valley. Its very noise sensitive and
complains anytime an aircraft flys over the area. Recommend avoiding if possible.
f. Carefree airport is also noise sensitive and it is recommended that transitioning aircraft fly
over the airport at or above 4500 MSL.
3. Processes
a. There is an InFO out regarding the use of non-mounted navigation equipment on the private
pilot practical test. See the notice below.
b. Commercial ACS is due to release in June (we are led to believe).
c. Basic Med – Check out AC 68-1 for all the information about this new medical certification
standard available for Private Pilots. Unsure yet if there will be commercial checkrides
allowed with operators who posess only Basic Med.
4. Other
a. Ben Winton has been awarded a certificate of appreciation for his assistance in running the
AFTW.org website.
i. Ben is also looking for a volunteer to help with the website. Please notify the
aftw.org webmaster if you are interested.
ii. Brent Crow (CAE Safety Officer) will be moderating the next AFTW.org meeting on
May 10th, 2017 at the FSDO in Terry’s absence.
b. Falcon Field Open House is on March 25th.
c. Sky Ranch at Carefree is looking for a part-time assistant airport manager, inquire with the
airport manager if interested.

